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APPENDIX 4

Neurodevelopmental disorders and Neuropsychiatry Services
Services for people with intellectual disability and comorbid mental health problems
People with neurodevelopmental disorders (NDD; which is defined here as those with
intellectual disability and/or autism spectrum disorder) have higher rates of mental health
problems than the rest of the population.1 Unfortunately they are often unable to access
appropriate mental health services for a range of reasons.2
Many mental health problems experienced by people with NDD are qualitatively different
from the normal population.3 These require a different treatment and management approach
that is not currently available within the current mental health service system which has been
established on meeting the needs the non-disabled population. As a consequence people
with neurodevelopmental disability and mental health problems specific to this population do
not receive appropriate mental health care, have a poor quality of life and are over
represented across the range of public services including disability, emergency services,
health, mental health, justice and housing with significant impacts on morbidity and mortality.
The following example is illustrative of the difficulties: ‘Investigation into the imprisonment of
a woman found unfit to stand trial’ by the Victorian Ombudsman in October 2018.
There are also a range of barriers for people with neurodevelopmental disabilities in
accessing appropriate health care4 even when they have serious mental illness
commensurate with the target group criteria for mental health services. These include
difficulties in recognised and communicating symptoms and signs of mental illness, the
problems being attributed to the disability itself, atypical presentations, inability to advocate
for themselves, difficulties in navigating the service system, dependency on others to access
services, the lack of professional training and experience in working with people with
neurodevelopmental disorders, inappropriate treatment models, lack of resources, increased
vulnerability, stigma and discrimination and unclear responsibility within a fragmented
service system.5
To address this, policy needs to recognise both that the mental health needs of people with
neurodevelopmental disabilities are different from those seen in the broader population and
the difficulties that they have in accessing services.6 Meeting the different mental health care
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needs will require a specialist mental health service that can provide specific treatment and
management approaches integrated within a social care model so that mental health and
disability needs can be attended to in a coordinated and seamless fashion. The difficulties
people with developmental disability have in accessing generic services can be addressed
by providing training and education to mental health professionals, clear guidelines that
clarify the responsibility of mental health services in relation to this population, a focus on
preventing inappropriate discrimination on the basis of disability and access to specialist
services for clinical advice and guidance.

Neuropsychiatry Services
Neuropsychiatry is a psychiatric subspecialty focusing on the interrelation of psychiatric
disorders and neurology which includes the psychiatric aspects of neurological disorders, as
well as psychiatric disorders that appear to be neurological, such as conversion disorder.
Members tell us it is difficult to capture accurate epidemiological data on the rate of illness,
due to inherent challenges with the way disorders are diagnosed. However, demand for
services is significant with conversion disorder one of the most common conditions referred
to neurologists.7
The exact cause of conversion disorder is unknown, however, a clear risk factor is
experience of trauma.8 An increase in people with traumatic experiences, such as refugee
populations, may increase the rate of conversion disorder and therefore increase the
demand for neuropsychiatry services. It is likely an ageing population will also mean an
increase in the rate of people with neurological disorders who present with psychiatric
symptoms, further increasing the number of neuropsychiatrists needed to provide specialist
treatment.
Most patients with neuropsychiatric disorders are significantly impaired. Though the UK has
four inpatient units dedicated to the treatment of severe conversion disorders, there are no
dedicated inpatient units for conversion disorder in Victoria (or Australia). Limited treatment
is provided by primary care and one public specialist outpatient service in Victoria. This is a
significant gap which should be addressed through the establishment of a specialist inpatient
service in Victoria.
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